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Abstract: 

 This thesis is an investigation into the link between settler-colonialism, capitalism, 

environmental degradation, and the corresponding modern conditions of the Navajo Nation and 

its people - the Díne. This thesis uses existing academic scholarship as well as new research to 

connect the processes of settler-colonialism and capitalism to federal policies that have 

facilitated the destruction of Indigenous sovereignty and installation of extractive energy 

projects, such as uranium and coal on the Navajo Nation. These policies and industries have 

created a legacy of dire socio-economic conditions and damage to the land and culture for the 

Díne people residing in the Navajo Nation. However, this is not a narrative of defeat. This thesis 

examines the beginnings of a total renewable energy transformation and revival of tribal 

sovereignty led by various Díne leaders and tribal members on the Navajo Nation today, and 

what can be expected for the Díne community in the upcoming years 

. 
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Introduction: 

“I have been to the end of the earth, 

I have been to the end of the waters, 

 I have been to the end of the sky, 

I have been to the end of the mountains, 

I have found none that are not my friends.” 

- Díne Proverb 

Today the Díne people of the Navajo Nation own the largest Indigenous reservation and 

trust lands in the United States, spanning nearly 16 million acres across the landscapes of 

Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah. The Navajo Nation has the single largest condensed Indigenous 

population in the United States with over 166,000 Díne people living there (United States Census 

Bureau, 2019). Across the Navajo Nation there is an atmosphere and environment of dissonance; 

abandoned uranium mines and power plants stand operational yet still intact, indignant against 

the vast fields of solar panels that have popped up (Podmore, 2021). This is the complicated 

legacy of Díne survival in the face of settler-colonialism.  

Much like many other Indigenous tribes in the United States, the Díne have survived 

centuries of ongoing process of settler-colonialism, which seeks to remove and erase all aspects 

of Indigenous life (Wolfe, 2006). The U.S. government launched a campaign of violence and 

oppression against Indigenous people as early as the 18th century, with a flush of policies such 

as The Indian Removal Act of 1830 and The Dawes Act of 1887 that forced Indigenous people 

off of the land and thrusting them into “undesirable” land far in the west (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). 

The Díne faced removal in the Long Walk of 1864, and although they were eventually allowed 

to return to their sacred land, they continued to be weakened by U.S. Indigenous polices.
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Throughout the 20th into the 21st century the U.S. was able to take advantage of 

Indigenous policies as well as chronic poverty and social issues within the Navajo Nation to 

negotiate unfair land leases that opened up Díne land for oil, uranium, and coal energy 

development (Powell, 2018). This extractive industry development permanently scarred the 

Navajo Nation, polluting the water and air, creating many long-term health issues while falling 

through on promises of helping the Navajo Nation’s well-being. However, the Díne people 

refused to be eliminated, instead rebelling against U.S. development and challenging threats to 

their sovereignty. This thesis examines how the U.S. settler-colonial system shaped the history 

and modern conditions of the Navajo Nation. By paying special attention to the environment and 

its connection to the Díne culture and economy as well as its exploitation by the U.S. and 

extractive industries as well as Díne resistance, this thesis answers how the Díne people have 

taken back energy development on the Navajo Nation and what will come next.  

Settler-Colonialism: 

 Colonialism vs Settler-Colonialism:  

The modern economic, political, and social systems that operate within the United States 

of America are shaped around the ongoing process of settler-colonialism, a distinguishable form 

of colonialism. Traditional colonialism consisted of a foreign power forcefully invading and 

exerting political control over the existing peoples residing there. In North and South America, 

European imperial great powers, such as Britain, Spain, or Portugal, exploited Indigenous people 

and resources to form and maintain networks of labor, trade, and extraction. Through this 

process of domination, colonizers created a system in which Native peoples were forced to 

remain in exploitative colonial systems for survival, which in turn allowed for their continued 

exploitation (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). This exploitation was essential in maintaining these colonial 
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trade and labor systems long-term, a key aspect of traditional colonialism which does not depend 

on replacing Indigenous populations with settlers. 

Settler-colonialism at its core is, “the specific form of Colonialism whereby an imperial 

power seizes Native territory, eliminates the original people by force, and resettles the land with 

a foreign invading population” (2019, pp.89). In North America, settler-colonialism began with 

the arrival of European powers in the 1400s and shaped the economic, political, and social 

systems that exist in the 21st century. Settler-colonialism as an ongoing process is inherently 

racist, violent, and destructive; evidence of which is prevalent in the policies, land, lives, and 

environment of Indigenous people in what would eventually become the United States of 

America.  

Settler-Colonialism: Race and Violence  

 Settler-colonialism relies on the structure of white supremacism to validate and enable its 

perpetrators to enact violent practices and policies of removal. Settlers identified themselves as 

superior to Indigenous peoples, “Indigenous North Americans were …. otherwise eliminated 

[not just] as the original owners of the land but as Indians” (Whyte, 2006, p. 288). Dating from 

the 18th century to the modern 21st century, Indigenous people were referred to as “savages” - 

their culture, agriculture, beliefs, and general way of life criticized as being “barbaric” and 

“uncivilized”, with President Andrew Jackson asserting in his 1833 address: 

tribes cannot exist surrounded by our settlements …. They have neither the intelligence, 

the industry, the moral habits, nor the desire of improvement which are essential to any 

favorable change in their condition. Established in the midst of another and a superior 

race, and without appreciating the causes of their inferiority or seeking to control them, 

they must necessarily yield (The Presidency Project).
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This distinction between savagery and civility --between the settlers and Native people-- became 

part of the standard settler colonial narrative where the Native is the lesser, the “other”. By 

devaluing Indigenous culture, practices, and lives, settlers justified further expansion and 

invasion into Indigenous lands. If Indigenous people were savage and barbaric, they could not 

hold a rightful and worthy claim to the land, rather, as the colonists of the time declare, merely 

occupied the land (Estes, 2019). This combination of racist and white supremacist ideology 

combined with the desire for land and resources, led settlers to expand further west with little 

care for what or who they destroyed along the way, “Indigenous people obstructed settlers’ 

access to land, so their increase was counterproductive. In this way, the restrictive racial 

classification of Indians straightforwardly furthered the logic of elimination” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 

388). It is this process of Indigenous destruction in the benefit of white settlement that would 

become an inseparable part of Indigenous and United States relations under the ongoing structure 

of settler-colonialism.  

Settler-Colonialism: Indigenous Removal  

The settler-colonial history of the United States is one of territorial expansion rooted in 

the forced removal of Indigenous people, “to get in the way of settler colonization, all the native 

has to do is stay at home” (Wolfe, 2006, p.388). Acts of Indigenous removal have historically 

been both formal and informal, taking the form of broken trade deals, unfair treaties, illegal land 

grabs, Supreme Court rulings, and laws. The United States’ method of Indigenous policy up to 

this point is described as, “a process which then included systematic genocide, property theft, 

and total subjugation” (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014, p.108). By the 1820s and 1830s, the American 

government sought to expand past the Mississippi River, leading to an escalation of federal 

Indigenous removal policies; enter the Jacksonian era. 
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President Andrew Jackson built much of his presidential infamy around his aggressive 

and violent Indigenous removal policies. His presidency and its policies show of settler-colonial 

ideas of superiority; shown here in his 1830 Annual Address regarding the 1830 Indian Removal 

Act:  

What good man would prefer a country covered with forests and ranged by a few 

thousand savages to our extensive Republic, studded with cities, towns, and prosperous 

farms embellished with all the improvements which art can devise or industry execute, 

occupied by more than 12,000,000 happy people, and filled with all the blessings of 

liberty, civilization and religion? 

 Shortly after this speech, the Indian Removal Act of 1830 was passed; forcing all 

Indigenous people east of the Mississippi River to forfeit all land and move West and directly 

challenging tribal sovereignty. This pattern of removal only increased, “by 1837, the Jackson 

administration had removed 46,000 Native American people from their land east of the 

Mississippi and had secured treaties which led to the [continued] removal” (Public Broadcasting 

Service). Although some Indigenous tribes resisted, they were quickly and forcibly removed 

often resulting in massive casualties. One of the most infamous removals, the Cherokee “Trail of 

Tears”, which resulted in over 4,000 deaths, perfectly illustrated, The United States continued to 

implement Indigenous removal throughout the 1800s, with incentive policies such as Lincoln’s 

Homestead Act. This continued removal affected all aspects of Indigenous identity, resulting in 

more than just physical losses. The United States’ policy of removal forced Indigenous people to 

leave the homelands they had lived on for centuries, severing their cultural and spiritual 

connections to their Native land (Norton-Smith, et.al, 2016).  

Settler-Colonialism and Tribal Sovereignty:
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The Constitution of the United States recognized Native sovereignty in the Commerce 

Clause, however, the United States did not want Indigenous tribes to gain too much power as 

nations. Therefore, while Indigenous tribes were able to create their own laws, government, law 

enforcement, court systems, etc., ultimately, they remained under the control of the U.S. 

government, creating a relationship of dependency that exists today. This relationship was 

further cemented in U.S. law with the outcomes of three historic U.S. Supreme Court cases, 

Johnson v. McIntosh, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, and Worcester v. Georgia which took place 

between 1823-1832. The results of these court cases defined the relationship between sovereign 

Indigenous tribes and the United States as one that, "resembles that of a ward to his guardian", or 

as “domestic dependent nations'' (The federal government declared that only the federal 

government, rather than individuals, could negotiate land sales with Indigenous nations, that 

individual state laws did not apply to Indigenous tribes, but rather that the U.S. Congress has 

singular and ultimate power over Indigenous affairs. Later in the 1800s, the United States 

whittled away at tribal sovereignty with the passage of The Dawes Act of 1887. Following the 

formation of reservations, the Dawes Act secured further land and economic gains for the US by 

dividing reservations into small individual allotments which were under federal “trust”, many of 

which exist today., More reservation lands were expropriated when so-called surplus lands, left 

after allotments were made to family units, were sold non-Indigenous peoples (Miller, 2012). 

These divisions and loss of land further fractioned tribal landholdings and incapacitated tribal 

governments (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2013) 

Settler-Colonialism: Reservations and Land as a Commodity 

“Land is life—or, at least, land is necessary for life (Wolfe, 2006, p.387).
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While Indigenous people had a complex relationship with their land that consisted of 

more than an economic reliance, The United States viewed land as a commodity; to be settled, 

owned, “tamed” and ultimately developed for industry (Estes, 2019, p.47). This purely capitalist 

view of land and its resources fueled the removal process, and the formation of reservations after 

the 1840s, Post-removal, Indigenous people were forced onto small reservations, many of which 

were far from their native lands and resources. In these various reservations, traditional tribal 

agricultural, cultural, and economic systems were forcibly replaced by cultural and economic 

practices imposed by the United States (Miller, 2012). Indigenous peoples, stripped of much of 

their power and resources, worn down by disease and starvation, were left with very few options 

other than to adopt economic systems and practices from the very people who oppressed them 

(Osoff, 2019).  This process further cementing the unequal power dynamic between the United 

States and Indigenous peoples. Through the loss of their homelands and restrictions to 

reservations, along with further land losses created by allotment of reservations, the US 

government trapped Indigenous peoples in a state of socio-economic oppression, one that is still 

present in Indigenous reservations across the United States today.  

Settler-Colonialism: Reservations and Poverty  

 According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Minority 

Health 2019 Report, over 5,700,000 Native Americans and Native Alaskan live on and off of the 

roughly 326 federal Native American reservations spread across the country. Although these 

reservations vary widely in size and environment, there are common themes that plague each; 

lack of economic and job opportunities limited access to basic resources such as water, 

electricity, paved roads, internet, etc., high rates of poverty, increased health conditions and 

diseases, and the list goes on and on (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). 
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According to the 2018 United States census data, Native Americans are the most 

impoverished demographic in the United States with roughly 25.4% of all Native Americans 

living at or below the poverty line compared to the US average of 14.1% (Poverty USA, 2021). 

In 2018, the poverty line was defined as an annual income of $12,784 or less for an individual, 

and $25,701 or less for a family of four. These high rates of poverty are caused by systemic 

inequalities and lack of diverse industries and well-paying jobs within Reservations as a result of 

colonization. Robert Miller (2012) describes this relationship best, 

Euro-American colonists and American officials always wondered why the people they 

conquered and colonized starved and fell into poverty. They thought it was because 

Indians had always starved …. It was only when new diseases, new trade items, new 

relations with Euro-Americans, and the loss of the majority of their lands and assets 

altered native economies and subsistence systems that American Indians fell into 

dependency and poverty (p.37-38).  

This lack of economic opportunities for Indigenous peoples and tribes would only lead to 

further desperate circumstances and increased dependency on the United States, forming the 

perfect conditions for further manipulation.    

Environmental Degradation of Indigenous Reservations: 

Although the United States had been pillaging and expropriating native resources for 

years, the 1880s marked the official opening of reservations for corporate development. During 

this period of time, Congress opened up reservation trust lands for modern developments such as 

telegraph and telephone wires, highways and pipelines, etc. (Miller, 2012). As the U.S. entered 

into the 20th century, it became clever that Indigenous lands contained multiple abundant 

resources that could generate massive amounts of revenue including waterways, oil, uranium, 
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other mineral resources, and coal. Figure 1 below shows the remaining coal reserves in the 

United States. Then, refer to Figure 2, to compare with modern Reservation and Trust lands in 

the United States. Data shows that as of 2012, Indigenous tribes own 56 million acres of trust 

land in the continental United States. These lands contain roughly 40% of the United States’ 

uranium reserves, 30% of its coal reserves, as well as a good portion of oil and natural gas 

reserves, resources that would become increasingly relevant over time (Miller, 2012). 

 

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2: 

Due to its history of manipulation and destruction of tribal sovereignty, the US not only 

owns a good amount of tribal assets and trust lands but is deeply entrenched in trade and 

economic deals therein (Miller, 2012). The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) within the 

Department of the Interior has final authority over all long-term land leases and sales of 

Indigenous lands. The BIA, which was in charge of protecting and serving Indigenous peoples, 

had very few incentives to do so, resulting in only meager attempts to secure fair land leases and 

sales, instead of allowing for further exploitation. The BIA’s uninspired efforts to protect 

Indigenous land allowed corporations to engage in coercing and misleading Indigenous tribes 

into signing away large swaths of their land, land rights, and energy and mineral resources
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 (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2012). As Miller describes these corporations, much like the BIA, viewed 

Indigenous lands as valuable only so long as they offered economic resources: 

Corporations are designed, of course, to make profits for their shareholders, so their 

interest in reservations is based on profiles and not necessarily on contributing to the 

economic and social needs of tribal communities. As a result, the primary role that major 

corporations have played in tribal economics has been to use Indian lands and assets. 

Often, tribes have seen very little benefit from these dealings … There is ample evidence, 

however, that corporations have stolen resources from tribes … Even when outright theft 

is not the problem, tribes are often stuck in long-term leases that the BIA forced on them 

at below-market rates (2012, p.38).  

This pattern of unjust leases and the implementation of extractive natural resource projects 

continued from coast to coast all throughout the 20th century into the 21st will increasingly dire 

consequences for Indigenous tribes. 

Resource extraction on Indigenous lands has resulted in long-term and drastic impacts on 

the natural environment as well as human health, economic opportunities, and culture. Long-

term exposure to air and water pollution due to mining projects or power plants has had notable 

effects on Indigenous health. Some of the leading causes of Indigenous mortality are heart 

disease, cancer, and diabetes - all of which can be linked back to pollution-related to extractive 

industries (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Minority Health, 2019). To 

large corporations and the United States government, Indigenous lands and resources were useful 

only as long as they could turn a profit and were otherwise negligible. 

The Navajo Nation: Origins, Dinetáh, and The Long Walk 
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The ancestors of the Díne, the Athabascan, originated in Canada and Alaska, migrating 

south in nomadic groups between 200 - 1300 A.D, eventually settling in the Southwest area of 

what would become the US (University of Utah & Utah Department of Arts and Culture, 2008). 

The Díne initially settled in northwest New Mexico, soon developing agricultural and trade 

networks with other Indigenous groups nearby, chiefly the ancient Pueblo and Anasazi peoples. 

(Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). The Díne found great success focusing on growing the “three sisters” 

crops: corn, beans, and squash, and trading goods such as flint arrowheads and moccasins, and 

learning pottery and weaving from the Pueblos (Crow Canyon Archaeological Center, 2014).  

Spanish colonists introduced sheep, goats, and horses to the Díne who then incorporated 

livestock into their society, which would prove to be key resources for their socio-economic and 

cultural development (University of Utah & Utah Department of Arts and Culture, 2008). The 

Díne were able to grow their population and eventually expanded to northeast Arizona and 

Southeast Utah by the 18th century, marking the boundaries of their traditional land seen in 

Figure 3 below
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FIGURE 3: 

Their homeland, which the Díne call Dinétah, lies partially in the Mesa Verde region, 

within four sacred mountains: Dook’o’ Ostliiid (The San Francisco Peaks/Mount Humphrey, 

AZ) in the west, Tsoodzil (Mount Taylor, NM) in the south, Sisnaajin (Blanca Peak, CO) in the 

east, and Dibe Ntssa (Hesperus Peak, CO) in the north (Crow Canyon Archaeological Center, 

2014). These four mountains shape the very fabric of Díne ethical existence; “Sa’ah Naaghai 

Bikeh Hozhoon” (SNBH) which translates to Díne Fundamental Law (Powell, 2018). This 

system emphasizes living in harmony, and serves, “as a guiding principle, a touchstone for 

ethical action, and program for well-being and learning through a four-phase phase methodology 
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of thinking, planning, living, and reflecting (Nitsahakees, Nahat’a, Iina, and Siihasin)” (Powell, 

2018, p.13). This four-phase methodology is based around multiple cycles on Earth, such as the 

seasons, but the most important set of four is the sacred mountains of Dinetáh. The importance of 

this land for the practical and cultural survival of the Díne was not lost on the United States 

government, which used this connection with the land to further the settler-colonial goal of total 

Indigenous erasure. The most notable example of this strategy is the Long Walk of 1864.  

Following its victory in the Mexican American War and the Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo, the United States pushed further and further west, eventually coming face to face with 

multiple Indigenous tribes including the Díne in the 1860s, with hostilities culminating in The 

Long Walk of 1864. The Long Walk of 1864 was a US government-sanctioned removal of 

roughly 8,000 Díne people from Dinetáh to the Bosque Redondo military concentration camp at 

Fort Sumner in New Mexico (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). This process of removal was so brutal that it 

is often referred to as “The Navajo Trail of Tears”; the forced march starting by, “federal agents 

first lay[ing] siege to Navajo landscapes (burning peach orchards, destroying livestock, 

massacring families” before embarking on the roughly 300-mile march where hundreds died or 

disappeared before arriving at Bosque Redondo  (Powell, 2018, p.32 and University of Utah & 

Utah Department of Arts and Culture, 2008). The conditions, such as Bosque Redondo, were so 

overcrowded and lacking in basic supplies, that nearly 1 in 4 Díne people died from starvation 

(Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). In 1868, following four years of captivity, a treaty was reached between 

the Díne and the US government in which the Díne were able to return to their homelands. 

Although this was regarded as a victory by the Díne because they were able to return home to 

rebuild and the official “Navajo Reservation” was created, the US government still held the lands 

in trust (Powell, 2018). Two short decades after the Díne arrived back in Dinetáh, The Dawes 
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Act would be passed, rearranging and changing their land ownership and further limiting their 

sovereignty, setting up a power structure and landscape that would be further altered entering the 

20th century.  

The Navajo Nation: A History of Environmental Exploitation  

 Since the 1920s, Navajo Nation lands have been host to multiple energy and mineral 

extractive industries. Many of these projects took advantage of both existing BIA Indigenous 

policies as well as the ongoing socio-economic stress of the Navajo Nation, promising economic 

development, job opportunities, and revenue to entice Navajo leaders and peoples to approve 

extractive projects. These projects included extensive coal and uranium mining, petroleum 

extraction, and coal power generation. Each of these extractive projects has caused long-term 

environmental, cultural, and health impacts on the Navajo Reservation and the Díne people. 

Petroleum/oil:  

 The discovery of oil on the Navajo Nation lands in the 1920s immediately prompted large 

energy corporations to battle for and negotiate land deals with the Díne in order to begin 

extractive projects and development. Between 1921 and 1923, four areas of land, the Hogback, 

Table Mesa, Tocito, and Rattle-snake, had been scooped up by oil companies, including a giant 

of the time, the Standard Oil Company (Powell, 2018). These initial projects were quickly 

followed up by the introduction of a government-proposed reorganization of the Díne tribal 

power structure in favor of colonial power structures in order to facilitate land leases with more 

ease. Powell explains this process as one where: 

the federal government structures a system of Navajo governance that would enable 

energy contracts on Díne territory …. to endorse a new political entity that required the 

dissolution of the customary naach’id and the formation of a three-branch system of 
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governance that mimicked the U.S. federal system” further dissolving tribal sovereignty 

for profit (2018, p.39). 

The reorganization of tribal governments uprooted and dismantled the tradition of Díne de-

centralized and matriarchal power over landscapes, consolidating power to a select few in the 

form of the largely symbolic “Navajo Tribal Council” (Powell, 2018). This new tribal 

government structure combined with existing US Indigenous policies created perfect conditions 

necessary for the destructive energy projects in the decades to come. 

Livestock Reduction: Díne Be’ Iina- Sheep is life  

One of the most integral animal species to the Díne people’s culture and economic power 

is their livestock, and more specifically their sheep herds which numbered over a million across 

the reservation by the 1930s (Powell, 2018). Not only did these herds pose as a “threat” to the 

U.S. government’s ongoing Hoover Dam project along the Colorado River, but challenged the 

U.S.’ control over the Díne people as Powell illustrates: 

While sheep embody life (and thus energy) for many Navajo families, sheep were seen as 

a threat by New Deal federal energy development interests, which instigated an assault on 

the Navajo pastoral economy in the form of a calculated sheep reduction program that 

fundamentally reshaped Navajo power at the most intimate level (2018, p.46).  

Therefore, to dismantle both the obstacle and the power of the Díne people and expedite the 

dam-building on the Colorado River, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, led by commissioner Collier 

instituted a livestock reduction on the Navajo Reservation as part of the New Deal programs, 

incorrectly citing herds of sheep as the cause of erosion along the river (Powell, 2018 and 

Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). All across the reservation sheep were rounded up and brutally slaughtered 

and cremated in front of their owners, “Our people cried. My people, they cried. They thought 
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this act was another Hweeldi, ``Long Walk” (Yazzie, 2018, p.31). This livestock reduction 

resulted in a tremendous cultural, spiritual, and economic loss for the Díne, creating the perfect 

conditions for future exploitation of remaining tribal resources, the first being uranium beginning 

in the 1940s.  

Uranium Boom:  

 The Navajo Nation, shaken, weakened, and made economically vulnerable by the 

livestock removal of the 1930s became susceptible to many dubious “contractual leases with the 

Navajo Nation government [with] royalty terms far below the market value of uranium, laying 

the troubled groundwork for contested royalties and lease agreements in future decades (2018, 

p.53). Navajo Nation sovereignty was further limited by the Indian Minerals Leasing Act of 1938 

(IMLA). On the surface the IMLA appears to aid the tribe and give them back control, saying 

that unallotted areas on the reservation could be leased out by the tribe, however, the 

technicalities within the document actually impede tribal control. The IMLA effectively, 

“functioned in its complexity to marginalize tribal decision-makers, so that the nation received 

payments but did not truly participate in the management and business of energy development” 

(Powell, 2018, p.58). This initial deceit between the BIA, mining companies, and the Díne is 

indicative of what would occur throughout the 1940s leading up to the uranium boom of mining 

in the 1950s and the following few decades. The establishment of over 1,000 uranium mines on 

the Navajo Reservation provided the Díne with much-needed jobs for many had few other 

options for stable employment on the reservation. However, these Díne workers did not know 

they were risking their health and their lives by working for years inside the uranium mines.  

While negotiating the mining contracts, The BIA was very much aware of the 

relationship between uranium mining, radiation, and its impacts on human health such as…? 
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various diseases and illnesses. Yet the BIA made no effort to educate the Díne workers about the 

health risks or provide any protective equipment or ventilation (Brugge and Goble, 2002). Many 

Díne miners would come to suffer from extraordinarily high rates of stomach cancer, respiratory 

diseases, and lung cancer. Powell chronicles the health travesty below:  

In the 1950s, before the uranium boom in the Southwest, cancer rates among Navajo 

people were so low that medical researchers published on a possible “cancer immunity” 

in the Navajo population. By the 1980s, however, cancer rates had skyrocketed, 

especially among Navajo men who worked as miners and Navajo teenagers who had 

grown up living close to abandoned mines and other radioactive sites, historicizing the 

formerly assumed “immunity” (2018, p.52).  

By 1986 the Navajo Nation mines had generated 4 million tons of uranium for U.S. nuclear war 

efforts, and by 1990 only four years later the number of lung cancer deaths among the Díne 

population reached 500,000 (Brugge and Goble, 2002). The health ramifications of uranium 

mining extended beyond the mines, causing high rates of cancer and birth defects in Díne living 

near mines or areas where there are high levels of uranium remaining (Powell, 2018). The 

harmful byproducts of uranium mining harm not only human life but the entire ecosystem.  

 The process of uranium mining from start to finish is detrimental to the living and non-

living environment of the Navajo Reservation. Dust from uranium mining pollutes the air and 

impacts all biological life near mines. Uranium mining also contaminated water resources on the 

Navajo Reservation, further exacerbating existing Díne struggles with accessing potable water in 

this arid environment. Uranium’s contamination of water is irreversible and therefore, “the threat 

continues to haunt families who live near tailings piles and unmitigated mines” (Powell, 2018, 

p.52). The Navajo Nation was also home to the single largest nuclear waste release incident in 
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the United States to date. The 1979 Church Rock nuclear disaster resulted in over 1,100 tons of 

toxic waste and 94 million gallons of radioactive water being released into the Rio Puerco 

tributary, spreading across the Navajo Nation, contaminating water, killing livestock, and 

exposing the population to radioactive substances (Gilbert, 2019). Even with the very clear 

severity of this disaster, the U.S. did very little to help with cleanup, reportedly only removing 

1% of the solid radioactive waste and did virtually nothing to help the Navajo Nation hold the 

United Nuclear Corporation accountable for compensation or cleanup (Gilbert, 2019). This 

pattern of neglect continued through the rest of the boom of uranium on the Navajo Reservation. 

After the Cold War ended, the demand for uranium dropped drastically. So, just as 

quickly as they took over swaths of land across the Navajo Reservation, the mining companies 

left, eliminating mining jobs and abandoning a population they had made financially dependent 

on. Beyond the job losses and long-term health and cultural impacts when the dust settled, there 

remained over 500 abandoned, uncovered, and contaminated mines many clusters of which can 

be seen in Figure 4 below (Morales, 2016)
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FIGURE 4:  

Yet again, the U.S. was able to profit greatly from the exploitation of Díne resources and labor at 

great cost to the Navajo Nation, a pattern which is indicative of all extractive industries on the 

Navajo Reservation and across Native America.  

Coal:  

Following closely behind the uranium boom was the skyrocketing demand for coal. Due 

to the large deposits of coal in the Navajo Nation, its compatibility with existing energy systems, 

and the promise of jobs and revenue, tribal leaders pressed for development of their coal 

resources. Throughout the 1960s the Navajo tribal council and leaders signed many coal mining 

contracts with large companies such as Pittsburgh-Midway and Peabody Coal. Due to the Indian 

Minerals Leasing Act, the contracts that the Díne entered into offered them little management or 
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control over coal project proceedings. (Powell, 2018). Many leases for mines and coal burning 

power plants were negotiated throughout the 60s and 70s including the Four Corners Power Plant 

fed by the Navajo Coal Mine and the Navajo Power Plant on the reservation, with the Cholla 

Power Plant and San Juan Generating Station along the borders (Powell, 59). The establishment 

of these mines and powerplants marked a new era of energy development. In a very short amount 

of time, coal would soon become the most influential resource and provider of jobs within the 

Díne economy, bringing in over $76.5 million dollars by the end of the 1960s (Powell, 2018). 

However, these revenues came at a price.  

Over half a century of mining, transporting, and burning coal has had disastrous effects 

on the Díne people’s health, land, and reservation resources. Between 1963-2010, the Navajo 

Nation and the surrounding border area have been host to two of the oldest and most polluting 

power plants in the entire United States: The Four Corners Power Plant (FCPP) and The San 

Juan Generating Station, located in the border town of Farmington, NM. The emissions of 

nitrogen oxide, an air pollutant that contributes to general climate change as well as smog, from 

both of these plants were so high and dangerous that the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) ordered that they begin “retrofitting, closing stacks, and reducing emissions by at least 

one-third” (Powell, 2018, p.59). The FCPP emits over “15 million tons of nitrogen oxide, sulfur 

dioxide, carbon dioxide, particulate matter, and mercury” annually (Powell, 2018, p.60). These 

high levels of air pollution associated with coal production and power have been linked to many 

respiratory health issues in the Díne population, with one study showing that over 60% of 

families near the Navajo Generating Station have at least one member with some type of 

respiratory condition (Vanderpool, 2020). The process of extracting coal and turning it into 
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energy not only fills the air with harmful pollution but depletes one of the essential resources in 

the Navajo Nation: water.  

 For over 50 years the Peabody Coal Company owned and operated the Black Mesa Mine 

on the Navajo Nation until its closure in 2016. During this time, the mine greatly depleted the 

Navajo Aquifer, pumping, “45 billion gallons of groundwater to transport the coal through a 

pipeline as a mixture called “slurry” [nearly 300 miles] to a generating station in southern 

Nevada” (Vanderpool, 2020). This use of Navajo Nation water is problematic for the Navajo 

people in two ways; the Navajo Nation already has a severe water scarcity, with 1 in 3 homes 

still lacking running water, and the fact that all of these Díne resources are being put into an 

energy project that does more harm to their environment and people than good (Vanderpool, 

2020). Although many coal mines and plants are being phased out, the effects they have had on 

the Navajo Nation will not be that easy to remedy.  

The Navajo Nation Today: Legacies of Pain 

 Today, the Navajo Nation is the largest and most populous reservation in the country, 

spanning nearly 16 million acres with over 166,000 Díne people residing there amongst other 

non- Díne people (United States Census Bureau, 2019). There are many modern socio-economic 

inequalities, struggles, and roadblocks that the Díne people of the Navajo Nation face due to 

their extensive history of political and environmental exploitation by both the U.S. government 

and corporations. According to the U.S. Census, roughly 40% of households on the Navajo 

Nation make $25,000 or less a year, which is under the poverty line. Unemployment on the 

reservation is around 20% (2019). The limited economic means of today can be traced back to 

the overdevelopment of resource extraction at the cost of diverse development, combined with 

limited upward mobility and higher education options (Powell, 2018). Throughout the Navajo

https://www.culturalsurvival.org/publications/cultural-survival-quarterly/black-mesa-controversy
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Nation, there are shortages or lack of easy access to even the most basic of resources. Figure 5 

below shows startling statistics about access to water, energy, and food in the Navajo Nation.  

 

FIGURE 5:  

These conditions impact and are impacted by ongoing health concerns, such as the Díne’s 

extremely disproportionate rates of type 2 diabetes, obesity, heart disease, asthma, and various 

mental illnesses and addiction (Powell, 2018). Lack of readily available healthy food, adequate 

healthcare, health insurance resources, and insufficient federal aid contribute to these inequalities 

(Wagner and Grantham-Philips, 2020). Furthermore, exposure to environmental risks such as air 

pollution, hazardous and nuclear waste, as well as contaminated water, all results of resource 

extraction, exacerbates all of these health complications. (Powell, 2018). Today, every aspect of 

life in the Navajo Nation is influenced by the settler colonial activities of corporations and the 

policies of the U.S.  (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). However, this does not mean that the Díne are 

without hope, but rather the opposite. 
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The Navajo Nation Today: A Green and Just Energy Transition Part One  

“Enough is enough. This is the time that we're going to take a stand that we're going to come 

together for our people” (Morales, 2019). 

In October 2013, The Navajo National Council officially updated its energy policy for the 

first time since 1980, ushering in an era of environmental policy focused on addressing ongoing 

and systemic climate injustices. This action was seen as a powerful assertion of tribal 

sovereignty and energy priorities after decades of the Council pursuing energy agreements for 

immediate profit and jobs rather than for the larger long-term future of the Navajo Nation 

(Powell, 2018). This 2013 energy policy centers the Navajo Nation, specifically calling out 

colonial institutions for taking advantage of the Díne people and drawing connections to modern 

effects on the Díne people which is quoted below by Powell (2018) 

While the Navajo Nation is a great energy producer, with some of the largest coal mines 

in the United States, and large electrical generating plants are located on, but not owned 

by the Navajo Nation many of our own people lack adequate water, electricity, paved 

roads, employment, housing, and other social and economic opportunities (p.78) 

Following closely behind the Navajo Nation’s new energy policy outline in 2013 was its 

historical and monumental victory in winning a $554 million suit against the U.S. government 

over gross mismanagement and exploitation of Navajo Nation resources dating back to the 1940s 

with uranium contracts. This decision not only marked the largest monetary settlement between 

the U.S. and a Native tribe to date, but also a major cultural victory; holding the U.S. accountable 

for their failure to negotiate fair contracts and enforce adequate royalty payments that the Navajo 

Nation had experienced for decades (Turkewitz, 2014). Although no monetary value can really 

make up for the permanent damage on the Navajo Nation, the U.S.’ admission of guilt and 
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responsibility provided a long-sought acknowledgement of what the Navajo Nation endured and 

their sovereign power over resources on the reservation. Following the new Navajo Nation 

energy policy and their landmark settlement with the U.S., the Navajo Nation was determined to 

push for even more progressive reforms and transformations of the energy systems on the Navajo 

Nation.  

During a 2019 Navajo Nation Council Special Meeting, Council members found 

themselves faced with a core dilemma to their pathway to economic and political sovereignty. 

Should they continue to pursue non-renewable extractive industries, or should they break free? 

Earlier in 2019, the Salt River Project announced its plan to shut down the Navajo Generating 

Station by the end of the year due to low revenue estimates (Powell, 2018). Therefore, if the 

Navajo Nation wanted to prevent the complete shutdown of this power plant, the Navajo Nation 

would have to directly purchase it at a great price, both upfront and in future environmental 

costs. However, abandoning the plant completely would result in layoffs of over 800 Díne people 

(Morales, 2019). Faced with this predicament and pressure from the Díne population, the 

Council opened up the floor to listen to its people who called for action for themselves, their 

land, culture, and the future and chose to not save the generating station (Morales, 2019). Later 

that year, after operating for over 30 years, the Navajo Generating Station officially shut its 

doors, finally reflecting the reality of tribal economic and environmental priorities that had begun 

earlier in the 2000s.  

The new Navajo Nation energy policy, their landmark settlement, and the closure of the 

Navajo Generating Station were all radical assertions of tribal sovereignty and land rights that 

owe their success to a multi-year Díne protest movement over the proposed Desert Rock coal 

power plant. In 2003, the Navajo Nation leadership and a transnational energy corporation 
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proposed yet another coal-fired power plant, Desert Rock (Powell, 2018). The proposed location 

of the Desert Rock plant would be within 40 miles of the San Juan Generating Station, the Four 

Corners Power Plant, and the Navajo Coal Mine, an area already severely impacted by air and 

water pollution as well as aquifer depletion, which would be increased if Desert Rock were built 

(Powell, 2018). This sparked a flame in the belly of many Díne people, who viewed Desert Rock 

as, “the antithesis of sovereignty and sustainability” (Powell, 2018, p.116). Challenging 

sovereignty is equal to challenging Indigeneity itself due to the Díne deep connection to the land. 

This is best explained in an interview excerpt from Powell (2018):  

Sovereignty means that you have a right to do whatever you want to without interference 

from outside … Just like freedom. Freedom ends when it infringes on the rights of 

people. Sovereignty is the same when it fails. When it fails to deliver the wants and 

wishes of the people, that’s when it fails. The only thing that people can see is money …. 

the environment is very important to us. We have to have that, a good environment for 

people to live. We should not have to sacrifice these things at the expense of getting more 

money …. that’s what the [Navajo Nation] Council needs to understand …. Desert Rock 

is a test of Indian culture. (p.138) 

Tribal resistance to the Desert Rock proposal only continued to grow, both in formal and 

informal levels and on individual and group scales. These loud Díne voices combined with the 

proposed mine’s inability to accommodate EPA restrictions led to the eventual death of the 

project, reviving tribal strength and sovereignty. All of these protest and resistance efforts --from 

the shutdown of the Desert Rock proposal to the rewriting of Navajo Nation energy policy, all 

the way to the rejection of buying the Navajo Generating Station, combined with the gradual 
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closings of portions of all other local power plants-- reaffirmed the power and sovereignty of the 

Navajo Nation. 

 The Navajo Nation: A Green and Just Energy Transition Part Two  

  With all but one of the remaining coal power plants set to permanently retire and shut 

down by 2031 at the latest, and a vast amount of open and undeveloped land, the Navajo Nation 

possesses the potential for a new saga of native run renewable solar and other energy projects. 

According to one study, “the Navajo Nation has more developable solar energy than any Tribe, 

amounting to 100 times the installed capacity of California …. [and] an estimated wind 

generating capacity as large as the installed capacity of Texas” (Pasqualetti et al., 2016). In 2019, 

the Navajo Nation signed an official proclamation declaring the Navajo Nation’s commitment 

towards developing renewable energy. This proclamation, the “Navajo Sunrise (Háyoolkáál) 

Proclamation” formally recognizes the tribe’s obligation towards pursuing a renewable economy. 

So far, The Navajo Nation has made good on this promise, currently engaging in multiple 

renewable energy projects as well as planning for future initiatives.  

Navajo Power:  

Navajo Power, a Díne founded, and majority Indigenous led Public Benefit Corporation 

is one of the most successful solar energy projects on Navajo lands right now. One of the key 

founders of Navajo Power, Brett Isaac, began his quest for renewable energy in Dinetáh by 

installing over 200 off-grid solar units for Díne people living in relative isolation (Navajo Power, 

2021). Although this solo mission confused his relatives at first, Isaac viewed the establishment 

of solar energy as inherently Navajo saying, “It takes the benefit of something that's abundant 

and converts it into something usable," (Morales, 2019). This passion about sustainable energy 

that benefits Indigenous communities is demonstrated in the goals and principles of Navajo 
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Power, which focuses on installing utility-scale solar projects across the Navajo Reservation 

(Navajo Power, 2021). 

Navajo Power has a two-phase business plan with Phase 1 being, “to cultivate an 

economic upgrade from coal to renewables for Navajo” through generating and storing solar 

power across the Reservation. Phase II aims to move beyond the Navajo Nation and onto other 

tribal lands in the Southwest, aiming to transition to 100% renewable energy as soon as possible 

for the economic security and wellbeing of all tribal communities (Navajo Power, 2021).The 

work of Navajo Power goes beyond that of a regular energy company, purposefully going out of 

its way to work with Navajo and Native cultural  principles; it also works to reduce residual fears 

and distrust, as well as ongoing stressors within the Navajo Nation. The principles of Navajo 

Power include being majority Native owned, reinvesting a minimum of 80% of all profits back 

into new projects and community efforts, and holding 10% of company assets in a “Turquoise 

Share” that would go towards funding communities in case of a company sale (Navajo Power, 

2021). Fortunately, there are more than just the Navajo Power installations of solar energy 

projects that have the best interests of the Díne in mind. 

Kayenta I & II: 

The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority (NTUA) is a non-profit group that has been active in 

helping supply, install, and maintain electric, water, gas, wastewater and other energy resources 

to those who need them across the Navajo Nation since 1959. As the tribe called for more 

renewable energy, the NTUA responded between 2016-2019, building the first two large utility-
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sized solar farms across 365 acres of the Navajo Nation; Kayenta I and Kayena II which can be 

seen in Figure 6 below (NTUA).  

 

FIGURE 6:  

The combined energy force from the solar installations adds up to enough power to serve 

roughly 36,000 homes across the Navajo Nation. During the construction and installation period, 

almost all of the 125 jobs were filled by Díne workers who gained fair compensation as well as 

skills and training for future employment in the solar power plants being proposed across the 

Navajo Nation (Allen, 2019). Additionally, unlike past energy projects that exploited the Navajo 

Nation resources and land only to then export the energy, Kayenta I and II serve the energy 

needs of the Navajo Nation and sell the excess to neighboring communities for a profit. (Allen, 

2019). The General Manager of the NTUA described the sheer magnitude of these projects, 
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saying “There are larger solar plants built on tribal lands,” he said, “but there is no larger solar 

plant built on any tribal American land that are owned by their own people.” (Allen, 2019). Due 

to the ongoing success of these solar initiatives on the Navajo Nation, more projects have been 

proposed for the future.  

Red Mesa:  

 As of April 2021, the Navajo Nation has signed off on yet another massive solar project 

to be established in southern Utah near Red Mesa and generate clean energy for that area. This 

project is set to be even larger than the Kayenta projects, encompassing over 600 acres of land 

(Podmore, 2021). Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez describes this solar project as yet 

another, “milestone for the Navajo Nation as we continue to transition to clean, emissions-free 

renewable energy for our communities and in the open market” (Podmore, 2021). The Red Mesa 

project is expected to result in increases in tax revenues and funding for residential water and 

power projects on the wider Navajo Nation, and specifically on the Utah Navajo strip, where 

hundreds of residents lack basic utilities (Podmore, 2021). Further, the timing of this project 

approval comes at an ideal time for the Navajo Nation whose unemployment rate is pushing 50% 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Luckily, the construction is set to start this summer and is, 

“expected to provide $6 million in wages for more than 200 employees …. hiring priority will be 

given to local tribal members” (Podmore, 2021). Lastly, these immediate benefits, the 

development of solar energy resources in Red Mesa functions as a part of a larger long-term deal 

between the NTUA and the Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems, “The agreement 

between NTUA and UAMPS suggest NTUA will provide solar energy to 16 Utah cities for 25 

years once Red Mesa comes online by June 2022” (Allen, 2019). As the Red Mesa solar project 
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begins its construction shortly, another even more large scale and transformative project is 

progressing through its formative stages.  

Navajo Energy Storage Station: 

 The Navajo Energy Storage Station (NESS) is by far the most expensive and large-scale 

Navajo Nation renewable energy proposal in recent years. When completed, this energy station 

would become one of the most cost-effective grid-scale energy storage facilities across the 

country, storing energy at a more affordable rate than existing hydro facilities (Daybreak Power). 

The process of energy creation and storage at NESS would be more complicated than other 

modern solar projects. The process is best outlined below by Daybreak Power:  

The facility would use energy produced from solar and wind plants in the desert 

Southwest to pump water to a reservoir on the Cummins Plateau above [Lake Powell] 

then release it each day to generate 10 hours of renewable energy that would reliably 

power the region around the clock … [utilizing] existing power lines at the retired coal-

fired Navajo Generating Station. The project includes a 16-mile, 500-kilovolt 

transmission line that would connect to the existing grid near the plant and from there 

feed into lucrative power markets in Southern California, Nevada and Arizona.  

Upon completion, the NESS would be able to produce more power than all the wind and solar 

projects operating in Utah combined (Podmore, 2021). Further benefits from The NESS for the 

Navajo Nation include creating over 1,000 jobs during construction, aiding in storage for future 

solar and renewable energy grid projects, and environmental considerations. Unlike past 

proposals regarding Lake Powell, this project, “not tap into groundwater or inundate any 

waterways, and will recycle water from Lake Powell with negligible water loss as the facility 

runs through its daily pumping/power generation cycle” (Daybreak Power). The magnitude of 
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this project as well as the plethora of other ongoing projects speaks to the shifting tide of energy 

and land politics within the Navajo Nation towards a sovereign and sustainable future.  

Conclusion 

 The Díne people of the Navajo Nation have survived in the United States for centuries 

despite repeated formal and informal efforts by the federal government to fulfill the settler-

colonial intent to erase them completely. Through the passage of the U.S. Indigenous policies 

and legal decisions such as The Indian Removal Act of 1830, Worcester v. Georgia, and The 

Dawes Act of 1887, Díne traditional tribal land holdings and tribal structures were weakened in 

order to facilitate U.S. expansion and capital development. The U.S. was able to take advantage 

of these policies to limit Díne independent tribal economic practices, resulting in rampant 

poverty across the Navajo Nation. These conditions created the perfect environment for total 

tribal exploitation.  

With the Navajo Nation in the grips of poverty, the U.S. was able to take advantage of the 

desperate tribal leaders, promising them great economic growth through extractive industry 

development. This deception led to the negotiation of many extractive projects on Díne land, 

under the Bureau of Indian Affairs who prioritized U.S. capital gain over the health and wellness 

of the Navajo Nation. Decades of oil, uranium, and coal mining as well as coal power generation 

depleted and polluted water resources and clean air, leaving many Díne with long-lasting health 

conditions while failing to improve the overall Navajo Nation well-being. However, through 

perseverance, a deep commitment to culture and environment, as well as many acts of resistance 

the Díne have been able to win back many of their land rights and sovereignty as a nation.  

Now, as the Díne people progress through the 21st century, there has been a powerful 

reclamation of the energy industry. The Navajo Nation has fully committed to renewable energy 
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development growth, with many renewable energy projects already installed across the Navajo 

Reservation within the past few years, and more in the works. In a 2019 interview with The 

Navajo Times, Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez perfectly articulated how this modern 

energy transformation is more than an economic venture but is necessary for the survival of the 

Earth and the Díne for generations to come, “It’s time for our land to heal and become green 

again …. It's the season for planting and renewal. What we’re doing today is planting a seed for 

our future and for our younger generation.”  
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